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Buy The Book

Yes, myths. For decades we’ve been  
hearing the same ol’ same ol’about  
grouse hunting. Sometimes ies true-

but sometimes anytbing is true in grouse hunt-
ing. Hey, if you hunted an airport runway hard 
enough, you might eventually flush a grouse 
from it.

Okay, maybe not. But if you’re in grouse 
country, grouse can literally be anywhere. Yeah, 
the old rule about how grouse prefer forearm-
sized (diameter) “Popples” is true. Yes they like 
overgrown apple orchards. But if you’re not 
hunting an area that has this stuff, then what? 
Are you just SOL?

Here are some grouse hunting myths or con-
ventional wisdom debunked.

GROUSE (AND WOODCOCK) PREFER A 
CERTAIN TYPE OF COVER

Bull. Grouse and woodcock do not prefer 
one certain type of cover, habitat, whatever you 
want to call it, to the exclusion of others. Else 
how do you explain seeing grouse walk out of 
an overgrown pine swamp onto a road? How 
do you explain flushing woodcock in mature 
hardwoods?

We’ve done it. You probably have more ex-
amples.

Grouse aren’t ONLY in forearm-sized pop-
ples. Grouse don’t ONLY like rock walls, apple 

trees and thornapples in old farms. C’mon - these 
forest chickens are adaptable critters. (If you’re 
somehow offended at that “forest chickens” 
term, don’t be: That’s what they are! Plus they 
have a relative ... maybe you’ve heard of it: the 
prairie chicken.)

You can find forest chickens anywhere - lit-
erally - you have the trifecta of grouse necessi-
ties: gravel (number one), cover from predators 
(number two) and food (number three).

The name of the game is finding, in the par-
ticular area you happen to be hunting, where 
there’s more grouse than in other areas. Then 

Since you can’t tell a book from its cover we 
offer you seven pages from this book to decide 

if you want to do buy the book!

Thanks to Sasquatch Media we 
have offered you an excerpt from 
Serious Grouse Hunting by Jay C 

Kumar & Brendan T Haines 

Chapter 1
Grouse Hunting:
Myths Debunked

By Jay C Kumar & Brendan T Haines


